
A 
TRANSISTORIZED 
THEREMIN,, a,Fa, Mo 

Build this self -powered, three -octave instrument that will bring "music from the 

ether." Self- contained unit may be connected to any external amplifier and speaker. 

N 1928, electronics was a new and 
mysterious field. Ramo NEWS maga- 
zine (as ELECTRONICS WORLD was then 

called) featured articles describing a 
novel type of radio receiver called the 
superheterodyne; hi -fi, television, and 
electronic computers were yet to come. 
And in 1928, Professor Leon Theremin. 
a young Russian physicist, introduced 
to this country a musical instrument 
which he had invented. The instrument, 
named for its inventor. had two remark- 
able features. First, it was entirely elec- 
tronic and, except for its loudspeaker, 
had no moving parts. Second, and 
equally remarkable, the performer 
played the instrument without touching 
it. 

The first public demonstration of the 
Theremin was given on January 31. 1928 
at the Metropolitan Opera House in 
New York City. The program cover set 
the mood for the evening: "Music from 
the Ether," emanating from a pair of 
slender hands which were reaching out 
of a raging fire. A fascinated audience 
heard Rudolf Wurlitzer introduce Pro- 
fessor Theremin and explain that There - 
min would play his instrument by vary- 
ing the position of his hands in the space 
around it. The audience became even 
more fascinated when Professor There - 
min began to play. The music was un- 
like anything they had heard before, but 
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was reminiscent of a musical saw. How- 
ever, the feature of the performance 
which undoubtedly amazed the audience 
most was the manner of performance; 
it %vas difficult for them to understand 
how the movement of I he performer's 
hands in space could be used to create 
music. 

Today, "electronics" is a household 
word. There are millions of color TV 
sets and stereo sound systems in our 
homes. We are accustomed to reading 
newspaper accounts of scientists con - 
trolling satellites which are hundreds of 
thousands of miles distant. Yet the 
Theremin. invented over thirty years 
ago, still mystifies and fascinates all 
who hear it. This may seem surprising 
at first. since the instrument is basically 
simple. However, the Theremin's main 
element of fascination is its completely 
unique method of playing. It is truly the 
most modern and original of musical 
instruments. 

The instrument to be described is a 
transistorized Theremin, powered by a 
small battery, and designed to be con- 
nected to any external amplifier. Al- 
though it is quite simple and inexpen- 
sive to build, it is a true musical instru- 
ment. Its pitch range covers more than 
three octaves. Its tone quality is pleas- 
ing and rich in harmonics. The playing 
technique can easily he mastered by 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of Theremin. 
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L. 10 miry. volume antenna roil (Jloot 11.3/2) 

or two 5 mhy. ferrite -Torr r.f. chokes in series 
(J. W. Miller 6.ì01 or .1/eissner 19.1051). 

T. T: -- /'itch oscillator transformer /.,loot íl- 
3111, see text, 

JI. J: l'in or banana jack 
J.- Phono jack 
P,, l', l'in or banana plot 
S. n.p. .T-pos. shorting rotary switch (Mal- 

lory 3123J, 
B 6 -volt battery , Eveready 724 or equiv.) 
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CR.. CR: /.V34 or equiv. 
l'.. l':, l', l'-- "n -pn" transistor I(1 -E 2N- 

168.4 or 2.V/086 or winiv. i 
NOTE: Coils for this unit may be purchased 
direct from R. a. .}loot Co., Box 263, Ithaca. 
N.}. Price for a complete set of coils ITS, T., 
and L, through I..l is 5/2.5O plus postage. Indi- 
vidual coils are also available. In addition, a 

complete kit of parts for the construction of the 
Theremin is available-. Orders for coils or re.- 
quests for information on the kit should he sent 
direct to the company. 

anyone with a musical ear. And, most 
important from a musician's viewpoint, 
the instrument is exceptionally stable 
and reliable. 

How it Works 
The Theremin works by taking ad- 

vantage of the fact that the hand is a 
conductor of electricity. and that its 
connection to the rest of the body effec- 
tively grounds it. Thus, the hand can be 
regarded as a grounded plate of a ca- 
pacitor. If the hand is moved with rela- 
tion to another electrical conductor, we 
have a variable capacitor. In playing the 
Theremin, the performer varies the ca- 
pacitance between his right hand and a 
"pitch- control antenna" to determine 
the pitch of the tone. and varies the ca- 
pacitance between his left hand and a 
"volume- control antenna" to determine 
the loudness of the tone. 

How does the Theremin utilize capac- 
itance to control the pitch (frequency) 
or loudness of a tone? To answer this 
question, let us first examine the pitch - 
generator section of the schematic dia- 
gram (Fig. 1). The pitch -generator con- 
sists of two stable r.f. oscillators. V, and 
V,, both of which operate at about 150 
kc. The signals from these two oscil- 
lators are mixed through C, and C5, and 
rectified by CR,. The frequency of the 
signal appearing at the junction of C,: 

and C;, which is the output of the recti- 
fier circuit, is equal to the difference be- 
tween the frequencies at which V, and 
V. oscillate. If V, and V. are oscillating 
at the same frequency, then the differ- 
ence frequency is zero and no a.c. volt- 
age appears at the junction of C.; and C;. 
If the oscillation frequency of V, is one 
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per -cent lower than that of V.. then the 
difference frequency appearing at the 
output of the rectifier circuit is one per- 
cent of 150 kc., or 1.5 kc. This frequency 
is in the middle of the audio -frequency 
spectrum, and is about two and one -half 
octaves above middle C on the piano. 
Thus. by lowering the oscillation fre- 
quency of V, by only one per -cent, the 
difference frequency can be swept 
through a wide pitch range. starting at 
"zero beat" and going continuously up 
in pitch through all but the highest 
notes on a piano. 

This one per -cent change in the oscil- 
lation frequency of V, is caused by the 
change in hand capacitance. Hand ca- 
pacitance never exceeds a fraction of a 
micromicrofarad. If this capacitance 

Performer's right hand determines pitch 
while his left hand controls the volume. 

were to be applied directly across the 
tank of oscillator V,, the oscillation fre- 
quency would change by only a few hun- 
dredths of a per -cent. Naturally, this 
change is not enough to produce an ade- 
quate pitch range for a musical instru- 
ment. 

To increase the effect of the hand ca- 
pacitance on the frequency of oscilla- 
tion of V,, a coil with high inductance. 
low distributed capacitance, and low 
loss (L,) is connected between the pitch - 
antenna and the tank of oscillator V,. 
This antenna coil forms a series -reso- 
nant circuit with the combined capaci- 
tance of C, and the pitch- antenna, the 
resonant frequency of which is slightly 
below the resonant frequency of the 
oscillator tank. The total impedance of 
this series -resonant circuit, as seen by 
the oscillator tank, is much lower than 
the impedance of just the pitch- antenna 
alone. In addition, the change in imped- 
ance of the series- resonant circuit re- 
sulting from variation in capacitance at 
the pitch- antenna is also much greater 
than the change in impedance of just 
the pitch -antenna alone. These two fac- 
tors combine to greatly increase the ef- 
fectiveness of the pitch- antenna, so that 
a change of a fraction of a micromicro- 
farad at the pitch- antenna does, in fact, 
cause the difference frequency to 
change by as much as 1.5 kc. 

The coupling of oscillators V, and V. 
through capacitors C. and C.: produces 
two effects which are desirable in a 
Theremin. First, the oscillators tend to 
synchronize when their frequencies are 
very close together, making it easy for 
the performer to adjust for "zero beat." 
Second, even when the nseillators are 
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not synchronized, they "pull" each 
other. This pulling is characteristic of 
any beat oscillator circuit in which the 
oscillators are coupled. As a result of 
the pulling. the waveform of the audio 
difference frequency signal is saw - 
tooth -like, and contains a succession of 
overtones that impart a pleasing quality 
to the tone. The degree of coupling has 
been set to give a moderate amount of 
pulling, but not enough to cause insta- 
bility at low difference frequencies. 

Now let us turn our attention to the 
volume -control section. In this section, 
as in the pitch -generator section, the 
combined capacitance of the control an- 
tenna and C,. is in series with a high - 
inductance, low -loss coil L,, forming a 
series -resonant circuit. L, is connected 
to a fixed- frequency oscillator V:; 

through a large resistance R. The im- 
pedance of the antenna series- resonant 
circuit is lowest when its resonant fre- 
quency is equal to the oscillator fre- 
quency, and increases as its resonant 
frequency is lowered, for instance by the 
addition of hand capacitance to the vol- 
ume- control antenna. When the imped- 
ance of the antenna circuit increases, 
the r.f. voltage at the junction of R,. and 
L, also increases. This r.f. voltage is ap- 
plied across the parallel- resonant cir- 
cuit C and L., and is rectified by CRC. 
A negative d.c. voltage, which is propor- 
tional to the r.f. voltage, is thus devel- 
oped at the junction of R and C,_. When 
the resonant frequency of the antenna 
circuit is equal to the oscillator fre- 
quency. the cl.c. voltage at the junction 
of R,, and C,_ is only a few tenths of a 
volt. As the resonant frequency of the 
antenna circuit is lowered, this voltage 
increases to about five volts. 

Although the pitch- antenna circuit 
and the volume- antenna circuit are sim- 
ilar, they are applied in different ways. 
The pitch- antenna circuit is connected 
directly across the tank of oscillator V,. 
and is used to change the frequency of 
oscillation. The volume- antenna circuit 
is connected to the tank of oscillator 
V:, through a large resistor, and is used 
to change the amplitude of the r.f. volt- 
age at the junction of R, and L,. 

The d.c. voltage developed at the 
junction of R,, and C is applied through 
R,, as bias to the base of control ampli- 
fier V,. By increasing the d.c. bias volt- 
age, the collector current of V, can be 
decreased until it is completely cut off. 
The audio signal from the pitch- gener- 
ator section is also applied to the base of 
V,. The a.c. output signal appearing at 
the collector of V, can be varied in am- 
plitude from about 0.5 volt (minimum 
d.c. control voltage) to zero (maximum 
d.c. control voltage), and is fed to the 
output jack through isolating capacitor 

The instrument is powered by a small 
six -volt battery. The current drawn by 
each of the three oscillators is stabilized 
by its emitter resistor, the base voltage 
being fixed by the resistive voltage di- 
vider R and R,;. Total battery current 
is about 8 ma. 

A three -position switch is used to turn 
the instrument on. The first position is 
"off," and no battery current flows. The 
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CROSS -SECTION VIEW OF 
A COMPLETED COIL 

SCRAMBLE -WOUND SINGLE -LAYER 
OUTSIDE WINDING INSIDE WINDING 

General Instructions: 
I. Use one -half -inch dimn...clne-tuned roi! forms 

(L'TC I.S4 /h' or J. W. .1/iHer 22:1000 R111/ 
2. Use :36 enamelled and r,tt,n- rorered wire. 
3. Space the windings ss" from the lug end of 

the form and wind the roils II" wide (see dia- 
gram above). 

4. Always wind in the same direction around the 
roil form. for a given roil. 

5. Coat the completed roils with a polystyrene- 
base roil dope. 

Specific Instructions: 
1. T. and T:: First. wind 20 turns in a single 

layer. Start of this winding is terminal I and 
the end is terminal 2. Next, scramble-wind 
145 turns over the 20 -turn layer. Start of the 
145 -turn winding is :3 and the end is 4.4. Do 
not wind tape or other insulation between 
the first and second windings. 

2. 1.:: Start at terminal ¡;.1. Mind 5 turns in a 

single layer and bring a tap out to terminal 
2. Nest, scramble -wind 30 more turn. and 

bring another tap not ta termina! :3. Fi- 
nally, .scramble -wind 95 more turns and con- 
nect the end of the winding 10 terminal -4. 

3. L : Scramble -wind 130 turns. 
T 

Fig. 2. Details on coils employed in unit. 

second position is "silent" or "standby," 
in which battery current flows but the 
output jack is shorted to ground. The 
third position is "play" or "on," and the 
short across the output is removed. This 
arrangement is needed to eliminate the 
transient accompanying the initial flow 
of battery current from getting into the 
amplifier and being heard as a thump 
at the loudspeaker. 

Construction 
Building a transistor Theremin is a 

relatively easy matter. Since the two 
control antennas have to be separated 
by at least twenty inches and have to be 
about three and one -half feet from the 
ground, we found it convenient to mount 
everything on a plywood board, and 
fasten a flange with a standard micro- 
phone -stand thread (Atlas AD -11) to 
the bottom of the board. The entire in- 
strument can then be supported by a 
microphone stand. The photos reveal the 
layout of components on the board. The 
board is Y' " plywood, 24" long by 51," 
wide. Two pieces of wood 5',r "x 3 "x11,2 " 

are fastened at either end of the board. 

V3 

C9 

R9 

RIO 

V4- .ilia 

These pieces of wood hold the antennas. 
The pitch antenna, which goes on the 
right end of the board if you are right - 
handed, is an aluminum rod ?," in di- 
ameter and 21" long ('á+" aluminum rod 
is sold in hardware stores that carry 
Reynolds "do -it- yourself" aluminum). A 
vertical hole slightly larger in diameter 
than the 3," rod is drilled through the 
block that goes at the right end of the 
board. A wood screw is put into the 
board beneath the block hole, so that 
with the block in place, the rod can be 
dropped in the hole, and will rest on the 
screw head. A wire is fastened to the 
wood screw before the block is screwed 
to the board. 

The volume- control antenna is a sheet 
of aluminum, 5', "x 3'2 fastened to the 
outer face of the block at the left end 
of the board. Connection to the antenna 
is made by a wire under one of the 
mounting screws. 

All components, except the antenna 
circuit components. are mounted on a 
5 "x 10 "x 3" aluminum chassis (Bud AC- 
404) on the middle of the hoard. The an- 
tenna coils L, and L, are mounted on the 
board between the chassis and the end 
blocks, and tuning capacitors C, and 
are mounted on a 3 "x 22" sheet of alu- 
minum that runs across the entire front 
of the instrument between the two end 
blocks. This arrangement minimizes the 
stray wiring capacitance in the antenna 
circuits, but provides shielding between 
the performer's hands and the antennas 
when he adjusts C, or 

Other layouts may be employed as 
long as two requirements are heeded: 
First, the two antennas must be sep- 
arated by at least twenty inches, so that 
the motion of the right hand does not af- 
fect the left antenna. and rice versa. 
Second. the antenna capacitances must 
be kept small. Don't mount the anten- 
nas near large pieces of metal. Keep the 
leads coming from the antennas as short 
as possible. And, finally, use only wood 
or other insulating materials for the 
bottom board and the cover. 

The chassis layout is not critical, but 
it is most convenient to mount the com- 
ponents in the pitch -generator section 
on the side of the chassis nearest the 
pitch antenna, and the components in 
the volume -control section on the side 

Looking into the open top of the chassis reveals this simple component layout. 

L2 C8 R13 

I R7 R12 
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Over -all view of the entire instrument with 

nearest the volume antenna. It is also 
convenient to mount the output jack on 
the bottom of the chassis, so that the 
cord going to the external amplifier can 
be plugged in through a hole in the ply- 
wood board, out of the way of the per- 
former. 

Placement of the coils in the chassis 
is important. The centers of the pitch - 
oscillator coils should be at least three 
inches apart, in order not to increase the 
coupling between the oscillators. Sim- 
ilarly, the volume -oscillator coil should 
be at least three inches from L... Also. 
none of the coils should be closer than 
one -half inch to the sides of the chassis. 
A suitable layout is shown in one of the 
photos. Regular lug strips are used to 
mount most of the components. The use 
of transisitor sockets, rather than sol- 
dering the transistors directly in the cir- 
cuit, is desirable in the long run. 

The layout, as shown in the photo- 
graphs, is correct for a right -handed 
person. If you are left- handed, simply 
reverse the layout so that the pitch - 
antenna is on the left end of the board. 
Of course, a left -handed person can play 
a right -handed instrument, simply by 
standing behind the instrument instead 
of in front of it. 

Coils 
The coils T,. T. and L, through L, 

have been specially designed for this in- 
strument and are available direct from 
the manufacturer. The coils can also be 
assembled from standard components 
and materials. The variable coils T,. T,. 
L,, and L. are wound on one -half -inch 
diameter slug -tuned coil forms. The 
winding dimensions and material speci- 
fications are given in Fig. 2. A partially 
completed pitch oscillator coil and a 
completed coil are shown in one of the 
photos. If the instructions in Fig. 2 are 
followed carefully, the electrical charac- 
teristics of the hand -wound coils will be 
nearly the same as those of their com- 
mercially produced counterparts. 

The antenna coils are machine -wound 
by a special method called "progressive- 
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its wooden cover removed to show layout. 

universal," and cannot be duplicated by 
hand -winding. However, satisfactory 
substitutes for the antenna coils may be 
assembled from standard ferrite -core 
r.f. chokes. For L,, connect three 25 
mhy. ferrite -core chokes in series, and 
for L4, connect two 5 mhy. ferrite -core 
chokes in series. Because of their low 
"Q" and high distributed capacitance. 
air -core or powdered- iron -core chokes 
cannot be used in place of ferrite -core 
chokes to make up the antenna coils. 

Setting the Coil Slugs 
After checking the wiring thoroughly, 

turn the instrument on and check the 
voltages at the two points shown in the 
schematic. If the voltages check, con- 
nect an external amplifier to the output 
jack, and short the junction of R and 
co to ground. If a loud hum is heard 
when the base terminal of V, is touched 
with the finger, the amplifier stage is 
working and the pitch adjustments may 
now be set. Place the Theremin on a 
microphone stand, and at least two feet 
from any large objects. Set the slug in 
T, all the way out, and the slug in T, 
half way in. Turn C, so that its plates 
are half meshed. With the junction of R and C still shorted to ground. ad- 
vance the slug in T,. When the resonant 
frequency of T, approaches that of T, a 
loud, high beat note will he heard. which 
decreases in pitch as the slug in T, is 
advanced, and disappears entirely when 
the two pitch oscillators are zero -beat- 
ing (operating at the same frequency). 

If the slug in T, is advanced still fur- 
ther, a beat note is again heard. Leave 
the slug in T, at the point where the 
beat note starts again. Now check the 
pitch- antenna as follows: Set C, so that. 
when you stand away from the instru- 
ment, the oscillators zero -beat, but a 
beat note is heard as soon as your hand 
is within eighteen inches of the pitch - 
antenna. 

Now move your hand slowly toward 
the antenna and listen closely. The pitch 
of the tone will go up gradually. If at 
one point it jumps suddenly to a very 

high note, then the resonant frequencies 
of T, and T, are too low. Retract the slug 
in T: a couple of turns and repeat the 
adjustment procedure. If no jumps in 
frequency are heard as the hand ap- 
proaches the pitch antenna. touch the 
antenna and listen to the pitch of this 
note. If it is about three octaves above 
middle C on the piano. then T, and T_ 
are adjusted correctly. 

If the note is much higher than three 
octaves above middle C, then the reso- 
nant frequencies of T, and T_ are too 
low. Retract the slug in T, one turn and 
repeat the adjustment procedure. Sim- 
ilarly, if the note is much lower than 
three octaves above middle C, then the 
resonant frequencies of T, and T, are 
too high. Advance the slug in T, one 
turn and repeat the adjustment pro- 
cedure. 

If you don't have a piano. you can 
whistle a high note and this will be close 

If the instructions in Fig. 2 are followed 
carefully, the coils will look like this 
Top view shows just single -layer inside 
winding of L. Completed coil is below. 

to three octaves above middle C. By re- 
peating the above procedure a couple of 
times the correct setting of T, and T, 
will be achieved. 

To set the slugs in L2 and L:., remove 
the short from the junction of R and 
C. to ground. and place it from the junc- 
tion of C.; and C: to ground. Connect a 
20,000 ohms- per -volt voltmeter from 
the junction of R,, and C to ground. 
retract the slugs in both L, and L:: all 
the way and set C,:: so that the plates are 
about one quarter meshed. The volt- 
meter should read a couple of volts. 
Standing away from the volume -an- 
tenna, advance the slug in L. The meter 
reading will drop. reach a minimum. 
then slowly start to climb. Set the slug 
where the meter reading is at a mini- 
mum. At this point. the frequency of 
oscillation of V is equal to the resonant 
frequency of the volume -antenna cir- 
cuit. Next, place your hand on the vol- 
ume- antenna and advance the slug in 
L. The meter reading will now increase. 
reach a sharp maximum, then decrease. 
Set the slug in L where the meter read- 
ing is at its highest value (about five 
volts). This completes the setting of L. 
and L. 

You are now ready to try your There - 
min. Set the instrument on a micro- 
phone stand. and at least two feet from 
walls or large pieces of furniture, and 
connect it to the amplifier. The There - 
min is tuned first by setting the volume 

(Continued on page 125) 
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